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Jan den Boer teaches tantra since 1994. Den Boer studied philosophy and architecture,
attended a therapy program and a number of training courses in the field of Buddhism,
tantra and coaching. He has published numerous articles and seven books, including Tantra,
the desire for connection and Lovemaking connected, how tantra can enrich your love life.
He is the founder and creator of the website http://tantratraining.nl/index.php/my-tantravision. So he is a man with a lot of experience. For the Onkruid yearbook he spoke with
Mahasatvaa Sarita, Baba Dez and Bruce Lyon.

In September 2013, 18 tantra teachers from around the world came together in a castle in France.
The invitation said that it would be a week with little structure, an open space where everything is
possible. The meeting was initiated by Mahasatvaa Sarita, Baba Dez and Bruce Lyon. Well-known
tantra teachers from England, the United States and New Zealand. That week I had a conversation
with these three teachers, about non-duality, consciousness, responsibility, sexuality and learning.
The context of this discussion is important. For all four of us, tantra is primarily a way of life, and you
can try to give words to the experience, but those words have only meaning in relation to that
experience.

Space and Rules
Tantra is a spiritual form of non-duality. No right or wrong, no rules, no form. As was the purpose of
this week. But the first time this group came together in 2011, it was evolutionary and there was
creative chaos. So now there are a few basic agreements, like when we meet, when we eat, etc. At
the end of the morning, we are all in a circle. No chairman, no therapeutic facilitator, not a goal.
Someone says something, another one responds, do we get somewhere or not? Sometimes I felt
impatience, however in the course of the week I felt more and more how liberating it is to be
ignorant, not knowing everything.
Bruce: "Chaos can be a waste of time, and chaos can be very creative. If there’s too much chaos,
more structure is needed. If there’s too much structure, more chaos will come. That is the whole
discussion: whether there should be rules or not. Should we be able to do everything we want, as
enlightened people? But what if something goes wrong? Yes, we need structure and no, we do not
need structure.

The beautiful paradox in non-duality is that there is no path to follow. There is wisdom, and wisdom
embraces the paradox of structure and no structure. Sometimes I have rules, and sometimes the
rules change again. Because a deeper wisdom is important. It is important to be able to be in the not
knowing. Not trying to have the answers, but to be open to sit around the mystery of not knowing
and sharing the light with each other. To grow in openness to have the mystery in yourself and keep
asking questions, and live without the authority of the answer."

Sarita avoids the concept of non-duality. Sarita: "I do not talk about non-dual, I work with
contradictions as Osho did. When we embrace contradictions and allow these contradictions to
meet, we experience the creation principle which is behind all duality. This is the magical alchemy of
tantra, to embrace seemingly contradictory elements. No method, no discipline, no meditation. And
then again method and techniques to dig deeper. We play with the game of technique and we also
open to wildness. If you are strong enough to bear the contradictions then you will simultaneously
know the divine as being present in all that is. They come together, and it creates the divine."
But if you 're not strong enough? Then there will come chaos, and what do you do then from tantra,
from non-duality?
Baba Dez: "All you need is to feel and notice that your life is in chaos. And if your life is a mess, you
have to make choices to spend your life again at ease.

At a certain level of awareness it seems as we have no choice, but to a certain level of consciousness
you learn to live in this paradox, we have total choice and no choice. And there is no conflict. I fully
understand that I have total choice, and total responsibility and at the same time I have no choice.
And I am fully responsible for the fact that I have no choice. And so I have a choice.
You will not be able to understand, because it is a paradox, you cannot logically understand a
paradox. I will never be able to explain, it's something you will have to feel.
The universe has a way for you to awaken. In my journey it was very important to be able to feel, to
be willing to feel, the pain and suffering, addiction and illusions. What I have learned on this trip is to
make myself vulnerable and to feel deeply. What I call the shamanic and emotional body retrieval,
activation and exercise.
This week we organize is for people who have done this work. Who have learned to move in the
unknown and at the same time to be fully present and without control. That is what love is: fully
present and completely adrift. But if you are not aware and present, then you have control and
direction needed. As control creates safety. It is a replacement for awareness and presence."

Emotions
This week we meet regularly in small groups. No leadership, not too much structure, what will
happen? There are regular emotional outbursts, which are also lovingly received by the others. What
is in tantra in learning about emotions ?
Sarita: "If someone is totally in their emotional release, it may have done it’s work in within 30
seconds. Otherwise, you can keep busy in a halfhearted way for hours or years, and it will deliver

nothing. For emotional release to work to be truly effective it must be combined with meditation;
meditation is the main key. Every life situation according to tantra is a door to expand consciousness.
All that is needed, is bringing your awareness to it. It is really that simple. That is the tantra master
key, add just loving non-judgmental awareness to any life situation. Awareness. You eat, you
become aware, it becomes meditation. You have sex, you put your mind to it, bring consciousness
into it, presence, and then sex becomes the meditation. I think many people are afraid of this, the
quality of meditation. Because deep meditation will bring you also into the void space, from where
everything comes and to where everything returns. You will also come into the void. If you go into
meditation, the void is not far away. Void appears to be like death to the egoist mind. So then, we
have to learn how to deal with the emotions we carry surrounding the phenomenon of death. Tantra
is both an art and a science to find the equilibrium which includes and breathes with life and death.
And then learn to deal with the emptiness and the emotions that arise therein, that's the art."
As emotions arise, let the emotions be a door to meditation. Bring awareness in the emotion. If we
make a distinction between emotion and feeling, it seems as if one is better than the other. And I
understand that it is comfortable in the male world, but for a woman it can feel like suppression of
emotion. We have a tendency to believe that emotions are not OK. But a woman should have free
access to her emotions, to be lively. So in terms of language, I would rephrase. Yes to emotions, but
connect it with meditation, let it be a gateway to meditation. Because sometimes there is nothing
better than an emotional release. It frees the body from toxic repressions and reveals the gift hiding
within this emotions. For example, if you release your anger harmlessly on a pillow in full awareness,
and then sit silently and meditate like a Buddha in front of your cushion, this will be a very profound
transformational experience. By doing this, we discover that hiding behind anger is spontaneity. After
such a meditation practice involving the release of anger, we become joyous, spontaneous and free.
And this kind of conscious release can be applied to any emotional state. It is marvelous to discover
the potent energy hiding in the center of each emotional state and experienced at the same time as
the gateway to meditation. This intention is clear. Yes to emotion and intention to use it as a gateway
to meditation."
Baba Dez: “You can consciously bring presence to the feeling of anger, you can be aware that there is
a feeling inside, but that is different from actually feel the feeling. You know how you feel, but that
does not necessarily mean that you really feel it. And permit that it moves through your emotional
body, and move through your physical manifestation. It is the experience of love and presence at the
cellular level that makes the difference. Not the thought.
However, there is also another direction and that is addiction. You can use feelings and emotional
bodies to distract from your core feelings. Many people use meditation and yoga and other spiritual
practices as addiction. They use it to go from what is really going on inside them. So again this is
about consciousness that meets the mystery. You can use the mind to sabotage awareness or to
embrace the mystery. The intention is deeper ease, deeper presence and deeper connection. The
more sensitive we become, the more we realize that we cannot deceive ourselves. Because we feel
somewhere that we are not at ease. And we must love and embrace these places. Then we become
instruments of love. And then we are fully present and in control. Because we are all connected and
do not need control anymore."

Sexuality
The invitation this week is that anything is possible, the invitation is to meet, have a conversation,
good food, or sex. During one of the nights - in an earlier meeting in 2012 - with this group a space
arose in which everyone sought his own form of being alone or to meet. Some people sat in
meditation, others sought, naked, profound intimacy together. I saw it happen around me, and felt a
total peace in myself. I did nothing. I closed my eyes. Then I suddenly had the experience as if my
wife Caroline, who was in fact more than two thousand miles away at home, sat on my lap and we
were connected in a meditative ecstasy. There was space, there was no right or wrong, it was at that
time my experience.
Sexuality is an important topic in tantra, and here the idea of freedom and nonduality can evoke
misunderstandings. What's the relationship between consciousness and control, space and rules?
Bruce: "This is tricky, we talk about freedom. What is free and what is freedom in relation to
embodiment. I think it is true that when the body is in deep contact with the divine, rules do not exist
for these people. Because they are in touch with their total original innocence. But karma exits, if you
are in a world of time and space. That is the old age problem of the guru, the teacher, the person to
a higher level of consciousness, whom fulfills his sexual needs by his superiority. That is why I say
that many spiritual teachers do not work from the body. As they do with consciousness. So if there
are no rules for me as an individual, it does not mean that the rules of others should not be fully
respected. At the moment I am in the position of teacher, I already create a duality, which gives me
power. If I am encouraging people to not adhere to rules based on my own rules, then that is not
good for them and I create karma. And I can potentially manipulate others or abuse them. You may
not need to follow rules to be safe, but then you require a very high degree of integrity, and you
need a group of peers to reflect on you. Therefore, it is dangerous to have sexual relations with
students. But after many years of practice, the question is even if you are a tennis coach, how can
you learn the skills without tennis. So my experience after a long time is that sexual energy between
teacher and student is inevitable and must be treated very consciously, but I am talking about the
intensive tantric path to liberation. But when it comes to a weekend tantra, and that kind of short
workshops, much more protection is needed. Because they are not fully aware and committed to the
process. So it seems to me that the usual good ethical codes are needed."
Sarita: "I teach from my own experience. The majority of my life has been dedicated to relationships
in the spiritual path, in many different forms. So I feel at ease in all the different forms in which
people move. Deep relationships, play like a butterfly, everything. I use this rich and diverse
experience in my couple counseling. In my Tantra Soul Mate Training for Couples, training "level 1" I
give guidance that while the couple is going through a series of love appointments, they should have
no other sexual relationship other than with their partner. After they have completed the series of
love appointments, which could be 21, or 14, depending on which level of the training they are in,
then they can follow their spontaneous nature and move into sexual expression in any way they feel
is right for them in the moment. They have no other partners, they are together. After this
rendezvous, everything what happens is OK. Whether you want to have sex on the kitchen table or
experiment with others, that is entirely up to you and in accordance to what you would like with your

partner. It involves a whole, it is about that life is lived fully. In relationship, it is important to have
phases of discipline which nurtures the alignment with the vertical, spiritual dimension within us, and
hedonism which nurtures and gives space to the animal nature within us. Many people are afraid of
that. I invite people to live fully the myriad possibilities of love in the relationship. To live all that is
hidden. You go back and forth between love exercise and indulge in hedonism. And what happens
through this swinging into one extreme and then the other is, that eventually, they meet in the
middle. This is the point where grace descends and engulfs the couple in sacred sexuality, the
experience of Godliness in sex is that you end up in the middle. And in the center you will find the
true nature of tantra. Some people opt for the discipline and spirituality, but still create moments of
release. And some people just opt for hedonism and that leads nowhere. Both should be played. To
me that is true in many different areas of life. Sometimes you create "no mind" - and at other times
you should just let the mind do its thing and witness this process. If you do indulge in emotions, you
should also meditate. What I learned from Osho, is that if you hit the pillow you will also sit and
meditate opposite the pillow. Just hit the pillow does not make sense. It is the same with sex. The
couple should meditate together, otherwise their relationship cannot go deeply into divine intimacy.
It cannot develop. For me, the most important key is meditation. But it is not dead meditation, it is
juicy and alive, containing all that is the human being! Desire is like an arrow, if we follow it all the
way, then this brings us to the point of our source. Every desire reveals a desire for the divine source.
Embrace the desire, very deeply, honor it and use it as a meditation to take you to source."

Bruce: "Following your bliss is a great thing, but that is confused by many people with following your
emotional indulgence, and every challenge they do not like. There is much confusion between the
neo tantra in the west and the authentic tantra from the east. What they do in neo Tantra is evoking
sexual and emotional energies, which is not a profound meditation and does not transcend the mind,
but is just letting go of energy by the chackra 's. And you do feel good with it. And we see people
who do oriental consciousness studies and come beyond the mind, come into the subtle realms, but
that does not fully integrate into the body. Fully integrating the emotional and sexual energy in the
body is as important as the transcendence of the mind. They need each other.
If people follow the neo Tantric path from indulgence, emotionally and sexually, they end up in
trouble. They end up in polyamory or multiple sexual partners, without any transformation of
consciousness and then they can get into an emotional crisis. But if people only develop their

consciousness, they end up spiritually impotent, because they cannot create what they dream of,
and then they have to come back in full embodiment in order to get their great visions in form.
Polyamory and monogamy is another duality. I think there are two aspects of freedom. There is the
sexual freedom of the sixties, which is about being sexually free, which also has good aspects. But the
self that is free, is not free if you only have that sexual freedom. Sexual freedom itself without
freedom of the heart and the mind is really just a different lifestyle. You have polyamory lifestyle and
monogamous lifestyle, both have their advantages and disadvantages, but it is just a lifestyle.
Real transformation is freedom of self. Having mastery in the energy of consciousness, heart and
sexuality, rather than suppress or indulge in an unconscious way. Then you create a complete
freedom.”

Responsibility and learning
On one of the nights I called my wife. She works with people with disabilities, through the financial
cuts and changes in the health care system, it is a mess. People are so hurt, they are sometimes
treated badly. And then I tell her my story of this tantra heart week, she likes what we do here. But
she also experiences it as a wonderful loving island, far removed from reality in her work. How can
we bring our experiences of this week in the world? How can we learn to love and to transfer?
Baba Dez: "Your wife has the ability to bring love and presence in the chaos. All we can do is to be a
pillar of love and comfort and presence in contact with others in this world. To remember that we
are love.”
Bruce: "There are two ways. The first is exercise, meditate, to make it more likely that enlightenment
comes. The second is to realize that you already are that love, and then the practice is no longer
necessary. This is a fast and dangerous path. The spiritual path requires discipline. Some people do

not want to do the job, and then use this philosophy to not have to work, and confuse the pre transformation condition with the post transformation condition, to be able to justify their laziness."
Sarita: "It is not what you do but how you do it. In the technique of meditation arises liberation, and
that is beyond the technique. So use techniques to get past the technique.”

More information:
Mahasatvaa Ma Ananda Sarita: www.tantra - essence.com
Bruce Lyon: www.shamballatantra.com
Baba Dez Nichols: www.babadez.com
Jan den Boer: http://tantratraining.nl/index.php/my-tantra-vision

